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(54) A method of processing a digital signal derived from a direct-sequence spread spectrum 
signal

(57) Complex digital data values derived from a
DSSS signal, in particular, a GNSS signal, are delivered
to a general purpose microprocessor at a rate of 8MHz
and chip sums over eight consecutive data values
spaced by a sampling length (TS), each beginning with
one of the data values as an initial value, formed and
stored. For code removal, each of a series of chip sums
covering a correlation interval of 1ms and each essen-
tially coinciding with a chip interval of fixed chip length
(TC), where a value of a basic function (bm) reflecting a
PRN basic sequence of a satellite assumes a correlation

value (Bm), is multiplied by the latter and the products
added up over a partial correlation interval to form a par-
tial correlation sum. The partial correlation interval is cho-
sen in such a way that it essentially coincides with a cor-
responding Doppler interval having a Doppler length (TD)
where a frequency function used for tentative Doppler
shift compensation and represented by a step function
(sine, cosine) is constant. The partial correlation sums
are then each multiplied by the value assumed by the
frequency function in the corresponding Doppler interval
and the products added up to form a correlation sum.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The invention concerns a method of processing a digital signal derived from a direct-sequence spread spectrum
(DSSS) signal, e.g., an analog input signal of a GNSS receiver which contains signals emitted by satellites of GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite System) positioning systems like GPS, GLONASS and GALILEO in order to determine a
position.

Prior art

[0002] It is well known to reduce the complex digital signal derived from an analog input signal of a GNSS receiver to
an intermediate frequency, convert it to a digital data signal, i.e., a series of complex digital data values, with a carrier
having a frequency of several MHz and, after having multiplied it for Doppler removal with several frequency functions
in a complex mixer, correlate the results for code removal with copies of a basic sequence of one of various GNSS
satellites having different phase positions with respect to the digital data signal in parallel, by multiplying every data
value with a value of one of the copies of the basic sequence in each case and adding up the products. This method
which is described, e.g., in EP 1 983 351 A1, requires considerable processing power and is carried out by dedicated
hardware.

Summary of the invention

[0003] It is the object of the invention to provide a method of the generic type which requires only relatively modest
processing power. This object is achieved by the features described in the characterizing clause of claim 1.
[0004] The simplification of the correlation process makes it feasible to process the digital data signal to a considerable
extent on a general purpose microprocessor. In particular, a portable general purpose computer comprising such mi-
croprocessor, like a PDA, can be used while dedicated hardware is restricted to a relatively simple and cheap front-end
circuit comprising a radio frequency part and a simple base-band pre-processing part which can be integrated on a
single chip.

Brief description of the drawings

[0005] In the following the invention is described in more detail with reference to drawings where

Fig. 1 shows a GPS receiver suitable for carrying out the method according to the invention and

Fig. 2 shows several functions of time used in the method according to the invention.

Description of the preferred embodiments

[0006] The embodiment described in the following is a receiver suitable for GPS. The modifications which are necessary
if other GNSS systems like GLONASS or GALILEO are to be used are straightforward. The receiver comprises (Fig. 1)
an antenna 1 followed by a front-end circuit 2 comprising a radio frequency part and a base-band pre-processing part,
preferably, but not necessarily, on a single chip, a bandpass filter 3, a TCXO (temperature compensated crystal oscillator)
4 and a base-band processor 5 which may be a general purpose computer, e.g., a portable computer like a PDA to
which digital data from the front-end circuit 2 can be transmitted via a suitable interface and which in turn controls
components of the front-end circuit 2.
[0007] The bandpass filter 3, usually an SAW (surface acoustic wave) filter, is a component external to the front-end
circuit 2. The TCXO 4, also a separate component, provides a basic frequency of between 19MHz and 40MHz, e.g.,
24MHz, which is fed to the front-end circuit 2. In the front-end circuit 2 the output signal of TCXO 4 controls a PLL unit
6 which produces a 3’158MHz clock signal from which two further clock signals with half the clock rate, i.e., 1’579MHz,
are derived with one of the clock signals phase-shifted by 90° with respect to the other.
[0008] The antenna input of the front-end circuit 2 is followed by a low noise amplifier 7 which is connected, via the
external band pass filter 3 and a controllable RF amplifier 8, to mixers 9a,b which also receive the clock signals from
PLL unit 6. Together they form a complex mixer which provides an I and Q component of a complex analog signal shifted
down to an intermediate frequency of approximately 3MHz. They are each followed by a high pass filter 10a;b with a
cutoff frequency of about 20kHz and a low pass filter 11a;b with a cutoff frequency of around 7.5MHz which are connected,
via programmable gain amplifiers 12a;b to A/D converters 13a,b with 3 bit resolutions for sampling the input signal with
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a sampling rate of 24MHz, producing a complex digital signal which is, via high pass filters 14a;b, fed to a complex digital
mixer 15 that essentially reduces it to base-band. The mixer 15 is followed by low pass filters 16a,b, each with a cut-off
frequency of 3MHz, down-samplers 17a;b, FIR filters 18a;b and data converters 19a;b whose outputs are connected to
output lines of the front-end circuit 2 which are in turn connected to input lines of base band processor 5. A/D converters
13a,b, high pass filters 14a,b, mixer 15, low pass filters 16a,b, down-samplers 17a,b, FIR filters 18a,b and data converters
19a,b are controlled by the clock signal.
[0009] The base-band processor 5 comprises a general purpose microprocessor 20 and a memory unit 21. It has
input and output devices, e.g., a keypad and a liquid crystal display (not shown).
[0010] After the analog signal received by the antenna 1 (Fig. 1) has been amplified by low noise amplifier 7 its
spectrum is reduced to a 30MHz band centered at the GPS frequency of 1’575.42MHz by band pass filter 3. After further
amplification and mixing any DC component is removed by high pass filters 10a,b and high frequencies are suppressed
by low pass filters 11a,b for anti-aliasing. The low pass filters 11a,b attenuate the signal, with respect to the signal at a
reference frequency of 3MHz, by not more than -3dB at 7.5MHz and by at least -12dB at 12MHz, i.e., at half the sampling
rate of A/D converters 13a,b. The programmable gain amplifiers 12a,b adjust the signal to the input range of the A/D
converters 13a,b.
[0011] The amplified and filtered complex analog signal is then converted to a complex digital signal by A/D converters
13a,b, filtered by high pass filters 14a,b and then derotated, i.e., shifted essentially to zero carrier by complex digital
mixer 15. After it has passed low pass filters 16a,b its sampling rate is reduced to 8MHz by down-samplers 17a;b. By
FIR filters 18a,b each one of the resulting digital data values is replaced by a chip sum formed by adding up eight
consecutive components starting with the data value in question (details are explained below). In data converters 19a;
b the sums are converted to a data format suitable for their delivery to the input lines of base-band processor 5.
[0012] In base-band processor 5, the chip sums are sequentially fed to a microprocessor 20 and stored in memory
unit 21. Later they are processed in microprocessor 20 according to specific software also stored in memory unit 21.
Normally, the chip sums are used either for signal acquisition or for tracking of already identified signals. Both processes,
however, require a correlation process involving code removal and Doppler removal.
[0013] The digital data sequence contains a superposition of the characteristic sequences of all GPS satellites which
are in view of the receiver, each with a carrier and data bits superposed. The characteristic sequence is a repetition of
a pseudo random noise basic sequence consisting of 1’023 chips which fills a basic interval of 1ms. The carrier results
from the Doppler shift of the signal which depends on the velocity of the satellite and is, for terrestrial applications,
contained in the interval [-5kHz,+5kHz]. Clock drift may cause an additional apparent frequency shift which can be as
large as 50kHz but as it is independent of individual satellites it can be compensated for before the data sequence arrives
at the base-band processor 5 by choosing the frequency of mixer 15 accordingly.
[0014] Disregarding possible clock drift one may assume that the data sequence arrives at the inputs of FIR filters
18a,b at a rate of 8 MHz and encodes a characteristic sequence of a given satellite m with a chip rate of 1.023MHz and
a carrier frequency of between -5kHz and +5kHz. The influence of Doppler shift on the chip rate may be disregarded as
long as the sequence of digital data values does not extend beyond about 10ms.
[0015] For simplicity, it is assumed in the following that the correlation process is carried out with a data sequence
extending essentially over a correlation interval [0,T] where T is chosen as 1ms, i.e., the correlation interval extends
over the length of one basic interval. In this case, not only is the influence of Doppler shift on the chip rate negligible but
also occurrence of an inversion of the basic sequence by superposed data bits during the correlation interval unlikely
as data bits are constant over twenty consecutive repetitions of the basic sequence. From the series of complex digital
data values C(j)=(CI(j),CQ(j)) a series of complex chip sums F(i)=(FI(i),FQ(i)), i=0,...,NS-1, with NS=8’000 the number of
samples within the correlation interval and at the same time the number of chip sums, is formed according to 

in FIR filters 18a,b which are stored in the memory unit 21 and later processed as explained below. The sampling length
TS, i.e., the length of the sampling interval between two consecutive data values or chip sums is TS=T/NS=0.125Ps. The
vector F may be considered as a cyclic entity with F(i)=F(i mod NS) and thereby extended beyond the interval of [0,7’999],
i.e., beyond the correlation interval [0,T].
[0016] For the following explanations it is assumed that the C(j) define a step function c(t)=(cI(t),cQ(t)) of time t defined
in the correlation interval [0,T], where 
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with j=0,...,NS-1.
[0017] Similarly, with TC the chip length, that is, the length of the chip interval which equals the length of the correlation
interval T divided by the number of chips NC, a correlation function corresponding to the characteristic function of the
satellite m 

with k=0, NC-1 is also considered to be a step function, assuming the correlation values Bm, either +1 or -1, and defined
in the correlation interval [0,T]. In the example, NC=1’023 and Tc=T/Nc=1/1’023ms≈0.9775Ps. Both c(t) and bm(t) are
in the following considered cyclic functions with a period of T which can thereby be extended beyond the correlation
interval.
[0018] If c(t) is multiplied with an internally provided frequency function exp(2ni fDt) for attempted Doppler compensation
with fD the assumed Doppler frequency, the correlation sum indicating the correlation between the signal c(t) and the
equally internally provided correlation function bm(t) equals

where τ signifies the delay of the signal with respect to the characteristic function of satellite m. τ can be split into a
number pC of chip lengths and a residual term, i.e., 

with δ<TC, e.g., δ=(pS/nS)�TC with pS, nS integers and nS fixed, e.g., nS=8, and 0≤pS<nS. CT can then, by virtue of the
cyclicity of bm(t) and c(t), be expressed as 

and finally as 
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[0019] As the CI(j) and CQ(j) are represented as two or three bit integers it is usually sufficient to represent the
components of the values taken on by the frequency function exp(2nifDt) as three bit integers as well, reducing the
components of the frequency function to step functions which assume eight different values, e.g., according to the
following sine/cosine table which shows the values sine(l) and cosine(l) assumed by the step functions in the intervals
Il with 0≤1<15.
[0020] sine/cosine table:

I0 to I15 are equal length phase intervals with I1=[l�π/8,(1+1)�π/8), corresponding to Doppler intervals in time. Their
lengths equal a Doppler length TD which depends on the Doppler frequency fD according to 

[0021] See also Fig. 2 where a part of the correlation interval extending over one period of sine and cosine is represented
in line (a). sine and cosine which are represented in lines (b), (c), respectively, of Fig. 2, are, of course, cyclic functions
and extend beyond the interval [0,2π]. If fD equals 5kHz which is the maximum value normally employed for terrestrial
applications (8) leads to TD=1/80ms=0.0125ms≈12.79�TC, i.e., the Doppler length, i.e., the length of the Doppler intervals
where the sine and cosine step functions are constant, is approximately 12.79 chip lengths.
(7) can now be rewritten as

where R = int (T/TD) = int(T�16fD).
[0022] As bm(t) is constant over each chip interval an integral of the type 

I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7

sine 1 3 4 5 5 4 3 1

cosine 5 4 3 1 -1 -3 -4 -5

I8 I9 I10 I11 I12 I13 I14 I15

sine -1 -3 -4 -5 -5 -4 -3 -1

cosine -5 -4 -3 -1 1 3 4 5
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where the subscript Co stands for I or Q can be replaced by a sum over preestablished integrals of cCo over chip intervals,
each multiplied by a value of Bm, i.e., 

where K0=0, Kr=int(rTD/TC+0.5) for r=1,...,R. That is, the sum runs over k’s corresponding to chip intervals which overlap
with the corresponding Doppler interval either completely or, at the boundaries of the same, by at least 50% and together
make up a partial correlation interval which substantially coincides with the Doppler interval.
[0023] In practice the integral on the right side of (11) is replaced by a sum over consecutive data values, that is, the
data values which fall within one chip interval are added up in each case: 

i.e., sums beginning with an initial value and extending over a number of subsequent values which are distributed
essentially over the chip interval. For the position numbers Lk of the initial values we have L0=0,
Lk=int(kTC/TS+1)=int(kDS+1) for k=1, ...,K with DS=NS/NC=TC/TS the chip length divided by the sample length, i.e., the
average number of data values per chip and K=int(T/TC). That way the position in time LkTS of the k’th initial value is
always delayed by pSTS with respect to the first data value in the k’th chip interval.
[0024] For the purpose of determining the position numbers Lk step numbers are calculated according to 

and stored in the memory unit 21 from which a step length ∆k�TS separating the positions of two consecutive initial
values derives in each case. As in the example NS=8’000 and NC=1’023 we have DS≈7.82. ∆k therefore equals eight in
most cases, with some exceptions where ∆k equals seven. So the ∆k’s can each be encoded by a single bit. Although
step length varies, the summation can, with negligible effect, always run over eight consecutive data values with an
overlap of one where the step number ∆k equals seven.
[0025] As a consequence, the sums correspond to the chip sums F(i), i=0,...,NS-1 according to (1) which have been
precalculated in FIR filters 18a,b and stored in memory unit 21. The positions in time of consecutive data values C(i)
which are added up to form the chip sums F(i) are indicated in line (g) of Fig. 2, together with the chip intervals and step
lengths.
[0026] The sums F(i) are each multiplied by the value of bm in line (f) above. As a consequence, (10) is replaced by
a partial correlation sum component 
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[0027] According to the definition of the Kr above the chip intervals corresponding to the Bm in (14) are those which
overlap with the rth Doppler interval, either completely or, at the boundary of the latter, by more than 50%. The correlation
values Bm are provided in that they are read from memory unit 21. They can be permanently stored in a ROM section
of the same or in a RAM section in which case they are generated and stored when the GPS receiver starts up.
[0028] The partial correlation intervals used for calculating partial correlation sum components GCo(1,pC,pS) and GCo
(2,pC,PS) and the values assumed by bm (t) therein are indicated in line (e) of Fig. 2. As the Lk can be calculated
recursively from the ∆k with Lk+1=Lk+∆k only NC=1’023 bits are necessary for encoding the step lengths Lk. With the
sums F(i) having been precalculated and stored in the memory unit 21 processing requirements for calculating the partial
correlation sums of (14) are modest. The latter can then be used together with the values of sine and cosine from the
sine/cosine table for the calculation of the correlation sum CT(m,PC, δ, fD) : 

sine(r) and cosine(r) are in each case read from memory unit 21. Again, they can be permanently stored in a ROM
section of the same or calculated when the GPS receiver starts up. sine(1) and sine(2) are represented in line (d) of Fig.
2. Multiplied with GCo(1,pC,pS) and GCo(2,pC,pS), respectively, they contribute to the second and fourth term of the right
hand side of (15) depending on whether Co=Q or Co=I, respectively.
[0029] To sum it up:
[0030] First, from the incoming complex data values C(j) complex chip sums F(i) are formed according to (1) for i=0,...,
7’999 in FIR filters 18a,b and delivered to base-band processor 5 where they are stored in memory unit 21. ∆k, k=0,...,
NC-1 have been calculated at start-up and stored in memory unit 21 (s. Fig. 2(g)). Again, it is also possible to store
precalculated values for the ∆k in a ROM.
[0031] Partial correlation sums G(r,pC,pS) are then established by multiplying selected chip sums F(i) spaced by
position numbers Lk each by the appropriate correlation value Bm(k) according to (14) (s. Fig. 2(f), (e)) where the
parameter pC defining the part of the difference in phase positions between the data sequence and the basic sequence
which is a multiple of a chip length TC and the parameter pS defining the residual difference in phase positions are taken
into account. The step requires only 2�NC integer multiplications and its requirements as to processing power are
correspondingly modest. All such products are added up over a corresponding partial correlation interval, i.e., the union
of chip intervals overlapping by more than 50% with a Doppler interval.
[0032] Finally, each one of the partial correlation sums G(r,pC,pS) is multiplied by the value (cosine(r),sine(r)) the
frequency function takes on in the corresponding Doppler interval (or the phase interval Il which corresponds to the same
(s. Fig. 2(e), (d)) and the products are added up over the Doppler intervals covering the correlation interval to yield the
correlation sum which still depends on the parameters pC, pS and fD. If more than one period of the frequency function
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is contained in the correlation interval, it is, of course, possible to add up all partial correlation sums which pertain to a
Doppler interval where the frequency function assumes a certain value and then multiplying the sum with the latter. In
any case, the step as explained requires only relatively few integer multiplications and is very efficient.
[0033] Depending on the Doppler frequency, the last Doppler interval can be shorter than the others which, however,
does not change the process explained above. It is generally possible to use frequency functions whose periods do not
divide the 1ms basic interval or the correlation interval, i.e., where the Doppler frequency fD is largely arbitrary and, in
particular, is not a multiple of 1kHz.
[0034] The above-described correlation method can be modified in various ways. In the representation of the frequency
function, it is, of course, possible to use resolutions which deviate from the 3 bit resolution of the example. For instance,
resolutions of between one and five bit can be used, in particular, where similar resolutions are employed for the data
values. Furthermore, Doppler intervals need not be of equal lengths. However, by the use of equal length Doppler
intervals calculations are simplified and overhead reduced while losses are negligible. Also, it is convenient if Doppler
intervals coincide for both components of the frequency function.
[0035] The correlation interval may extend about several consecutive basic intervals. If the length of the correlation
interval is restricted to about ten basic intervals, i.e., 10ms, the Doppler shifts of the superposed satellite signals have
still negligible influence on the coherence and the likelihood of a data bit change within the correlation interval is still
fairly small.
[0036] The above-described method can be used for signal acquisition as well as for tracking. At signal acquisition
the correlation values CT can be used as correlation indicators in that maxima over satellite number m, phase shift τ,
i.e., pC and pS, and Doppler frequency fD are identified and compared with certain fixed or noise-dependent thresholds.
Phase positions can be scanned with a resolution of up to approximately one eighth of a chip length but usually it is
sufficient to use full chip or half-chip resolution. The Doppler frequency resolution can be chosen in an essentially arbitrary
manner.
[0037] If a scan does not lead to sufficiently pronounced correlation values the cause may be clock drift. In that case,
as already indicated, the frequency of the mixer 15 can be tentatively adjusted. After acquisition of a first signal the clock
drift is known with a precision of �5kHz and the combined effects of clock drift and Doppler shift can be compensated
by the mixer 15. Further scans can be restricted to a range which is limited by the maximum difference in Doppler shifts,
i.e., a �10kHz interval.
[0038] After acquisition of a sufficient number of satellite signals for every satellite copies of the characteristic function
with zero phase shift and positive and negative phase shifts of multiples of an eighth of a chip length are correlated with
the data sequence. A triangular fit can then be based on the correlation sums calculated with the early, prompt and late
copies of the basic sequence and the exact phase position derived.
[0039] Apart from GNSS systems, the method according to the invention can also be applied to the processing of
other types of direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) signals as used, e.g., in cellular telephony (UMTS) and WLANs.

List of reference symbols

[0040]

1 antenna
2 front-end circuit
3 band pass filter
4 TCXO
5 base-band processor
6 PLL unit
7 low noise amplifier
8 controllable RF amplifier
9a,b mixers
10a,b high pass filters
11a,b low pass filters
12a,b variable gain amplifiers
13a,b A/D converters
14a,b high pass filters
15 complex mixer
16a,b low pass filters
17a,b down-samplers
18a,b FIR filters
19a,b data converters
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20 microprocessor
21 memory unit

Claims

1. A method of processing a digital signal derived from a direct-sequence spread spectrum analog signal containing
at least one encoded binary sequence consisting of repetitions of a characteristic basic sequence which extends
over a basic interval to determine a correlation sum, the method comprising the following consecutive steps:

- providing a correlation sequence corresponding to the basic sequence which consists of correlation values of
+1 and -1 each pertaining to one of a series of consecutive chip intervals having a constant chip length (TC),
- deriving from the digital signal a data sequence consisting of a series of data values which follow upon each
other separated in each case by a sampling interval, the sampling intervals having a constant sampling length
(TS) which is not greater than one half of the chip length (TC) such that a plurality of consecutive data values
is contained in a chip interval in each case,
- correlating the data sequence with a plurality of copies of the correlation sequence, the copies having different
phase positions with respect to the data sequence, and forming a correlation sum comprising products of
correlation values and data values over a correlation interval in each case,

characterized in that

- a sequence of chip sums is formed in that subsequences of the data sequence each consisting of one of the
data values as an initial value and of a number of subsequent data values such that the said number multiplied
by the sampling length (TS) differs from the chip length (TC) by not more than the sampling length (TS) are
summed up and the chip sums stored in a memory unit (21),
- the correlation involves in each case the selection of a subsequence of the sequence of chip sums in such a
way that the positions of the initial values of the consecutive chip sums each differ from the starting point of one
of a series of consecutive chip intervals of the copy of the correlation series by not more than the sampling
length (TS) and the consecutive chip sums are each multiplied by the correlation value pertaining to the said
chip interval and the products summed up over a partial correlation interval to form a partial correlation sum
which is then used for the determination of the correlation sum.

2. Method according to claim 1, characterized in that the number of consecutive data values which are summed up
to form a chip sum is constant.

3. Method according to claim 2, characterized in that the said number equals the integer closest to the quotient
resulting from the division of the chip length (TC) by the sampling length (TS).

4. Method according to one of claims 1 to 3, characterized in that the step length between two consecutive initial
values equals in each case the sampling length (TS) multiplied by one of at most two values, which are the integers
closest to the quotient resulting from the division of the chip length (TC) by the sampling length (TS).

5. Method according to claim 4, characterized in that a step number proportional to the step length is in each case
calculated prior to the formation of the partial correlation sum, and encoded by a single bit stored in the memory
unit (21).

6. Method according to one of claims 1 to 5, characterized in that before being multiplied with one of the chip sums
the correlation value is in each case read from the memory unit (21).

7. Method according to one of claims 1 to 6, characterized in that the analog signal is a GNSS signal and a residual
carrier which reflects at least one Doppler shift of a component of the analog signal is superposed on the data
sequence, and, for tentative removal of the Doppler shift,

- the digital data values are each multiplied by a value of a frequency function which assumes one of a finite
number of constant values in each of a series of consecutive Doppler intervals, the length of each of which is
at least twice the chip length (TC) in each case and
- for each Doppler interval a sequence of consecutive chip intervals which overlap with the Doppler interval at
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least by half is chosen as a partial correlation interval, the corresponding partial correlation sum is established
and multiplied by the value of the frequency function assumed by the same in the Doppler interval and the
products added up over the correlation interval for the determination of the correlation sum.

8. Method according to claim 7, characterized in that the data values are complex values and the frequency function
is a complex step function approximating a complex exponential function.

9. Method according to claim 8, characterized in that each of the two components of the frequency function is encoded
by a number comprising between one bit and five bits.

10. Method according to one of claims 7 to 9, characterized in that before being multiplied with one of the partial
correlation sums the value of the frequency function is in each case read from the memory unit (21).

11. Method according to one of claims 7 to 10, characterized in that the Doppler intervals each have the same Doppler
length (TD).

12. Method according to one of claims 1 to 11, characterized in that the correlation interval has the length of a basic
interval.
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